
Our growing company is looking for a marketing / brand manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing / brand manager

Partner with research team to unearth and implement insights across the org
that are leveraged to craft audience, creative, and campaign strategies
Manage in bound marketing support for the Advisor Sales Channel by
leveraging/managing internal resources/departments and external vendors as
required
Plan, organize and deliver quarterly thought leadership videos in
collaboration with senior members of the investment management team and
video production partners
Work with cross-functional teams to collect and analyse data on marketing
campaigns to determine return on investment and to inform future planning
Ensure all client marketing and sales support materials produced meet the
established “client first” standards
Develop marketing briefs, evaluate copy and creative, manage cross-
functional teams, and manage external partners/vendors
Develop highly effective global marketing campaigns to achieve set
objectives, ensuring compliance with the overall brand and business strategy
Work with relevant agencies, stakeholders, and colleagues to manage or
support campaigns from concept and content development, design, delivery
and deployment
Work with local marketing teams at all stages of campaign to ensure
campaign meets their needs and is fit for purpose, and is ready to be
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Work with Insights team to measure campaigns, report on ROI and
results/achievements of product brand and business goals

Qualifications for marketing / brand manager

Strong understanding of the Beauty Métier
Ability to understand and manage market/consumer research
Resiliency and ability to persevere when faced with challenges and obstacles
Data Analysis – Ability to evaluate data to draw business implications
Market Research – Ability to read and interpret research data
Media – Understands media planning, develops and communicates brand
communication objectives and strategies


